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10th August 2016  

    

QUESTIONNAIRE  

Questions about current site issues 

 

 

Site plan. 

 

Car Park and Garages 

 How is the car park used - do you park here? Are there any problems with its current use?   

 How are the garages below the car park used?  

 Are there any security issues and/or anti-social behaviour in and around the car park/ garages? 

Playground 

 Is the playground well used by its immediate neighbours? Is it used by locals who live outside the 

estate? 

 What are the key positive and negative points of the existing playground?   

 Are there any security issues and/or anti-social behaviour in the playground? 

 Would you benefit from an improvement of the existing playground?  
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Areas around the playground (refer to diagram above) 

 How are the areas just outside of the playground used? Refer to yellow areas highlighted above. 

 Do they need improving?  

 Are there any security issues and/or anti-social behaviour in these areas?  
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Transport & Site Access (refer to diagram above) 

 Do you travel to work or school by car or public transport? 

 Which form of public transport do you take and where from?  

 How often do you use the paths around the playground to reach Whitehorse Road?  The paths are 

highlighted in blue in the diagram above. 

 How often do you pass between Berney / Cromwell Road via the alley? The paths are highlighted in 

purple in the diagram above. 
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Waste and Storage(refer to diagram above) 

 Are there any issues with waste storage and collection on site? 

 What are the stores for 9-67 Berney Road used for? Stores are highlighted in yellow on the site plan 

above.  

 

Feedback on the proposals  

 What did you most like about the proposals?  

 What are your concerns regarding the proposals? 

 Are they any additional improvements that could form part of the proposals?  
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